Safety Instructions
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It`s necessary to study this before mounting and using the hydraulic brake. Please save it for future consulting !
- all original safety instructions of your inline skates must be followed !
- only use that types of inline skates listed at the cover of this manual or at the homepage www.inlinerbremse.de !
- this brake is suitable only for persons with a body weight between 20 kg (44 lb) and 100 kg (220 lb) !
- always wear full protective gear (wrist guards, elbow pands, knee pads and a helmet) !
- because a technical blackout of the hydraulic braking system cannot be excluded totally it is important to cope with an
alternative braking technique (heel or T-brake). Do not remove the enclosed brake pad for the heel brake therefore and replace it
before its fastening screw head would touch the ground !
- start slowly on smooth and safe level ground to get used to the hydraulic brake. Repeat this after some weeks devoid of
skating. Also exercise with the enclosed heel braking system thereby.
- only take such downhill passages where you can stop with an alternative braking technique (heel or T-brake) !
- check the tightness of all screws before starting to a trip. All screws must be coated with the enlosed liquid adhesive before
assembling (also after interchanging parts).
- the hydraulic fluid is a nontoxic, enviroment-neutral glycerin water mixture. At temperatures below -9°C (+16°F) the brake
system must not be used or kept in such a cold place because parts can be destroyed by freezing. For using water as hydraulic
fluid look at page 12 regarding different properties [temperature limit 1°C (36°F)] and required maint enance of the brake system.
- check the pressure tightness and that the system is free of air inside by strong actuating the pusher before starting to a trip. A
bleeding of the system (see page 12) is necessary if the pusher button touches the red surface beneath. If fluid appears outside
of the system the untightness must be repaired and damaged parts must be renewed. Drive only with tight and free of air
system !
- check always the real locking of the quick release couplings after connecting them by a short pull ! For a safe function they
always must be protected from dirt with the enclosed rubber grommets.
- the hydraulic tubes must be shortened and arranged so that they are not strained or limiting the liberty of action nor that
someone or something get caught through them.
- make sure that the brake pusher will not be interferred by your clothing or a carried object. Consider all possible courses of
motion concerning this matter.
- different weather conditions cause different intensities of deceleration of the brake system. Coldness and/or wetness weaken
the effect of braking substantial. CAUTION: At strong wetness (spraying water) the effect of braking is extremly reduced. Drive
extrem carefully. For support it may be necessary to use other brake techniques (heel brake or T-brake). Therefore always make
a breaking test before you go on tour.
- only use original parts for the whole brake system. Otherwise an interference or a break down of the system can happen.
- sharp edges produced by using must be flattened with a suitable tool.
- don`t slow down other skaters because this can overheat the brake system.
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9 parts, especially what belongs to the
- don`t do the assembly by yourself if you are not used to assemble metal
proper tightening of metal screws.

- use only proper tools.
- only one skate is shown at the following mounting instruction but it is valid for both skates.
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Mounting the axes
Unscrew the original axes of both rear wheels (including the original heel brake). Spend a drop of adhesive (8) to
the thread of the new axes (2) as shown (pay attention to the safety instruction at the bottle !). Screw in both axes
and fasten with the enclosed ring wrench. The wheels are now savely fixed again.

Mounting of the first brake unit
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One of both skates must be equipped with the enclosed heel brake. Choose the long brake unit (5a) for the heel
brake, the short one (5b) for the other skate. Be sure that the blue hydraulic connector always shows to the rear.
Apply one brake unit to the illustrated side of the axes (2). Spend a drop of adhesive (8) to the thread of both shaft
screws (1) and screw them in loosely at first. Be sure that the shaft of the screw really fits into the slot as shown.
Adjust the brake unit by moving for- and backward so that the brake disc is in the middle between the wheels. Then
tighten both screws.
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Mounting of the second brake unit
Put both equalizing pieces (3) to the ends of both axes (2). Apply the second brake unit (same length) to the
equalizing pieces so that their small steps (3a) extends into each slot. Spend a drop of adhesive (8) to each thread
end.
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Screw in both shaft nuts (4) loosely so that their shaft fits into each equalizing piece (3). Adjust the brake unit so that
the brake disc is in the middle between the wheels. Than tighten each nut (4). Be sure that the sheet is really
clamped between the hex of each nut (4) and the step (3a) of each equalizing piece..

Mounting the heel brake (only at one of both skates)
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Unscrew all four screws of the heel brake (6) with the enclosed allen key. Spend a drop of adhesive (8) to every
screw. Mount the heel brake with the four screws at first loosely, then tighten all four screws.

Checking and adjusting the distance between brake disc and wheel
The distance between brake disc and wheel in delivered condition of the brake unit (5a and 5b) is normally too
large. The distance must be checked and adjusted with the enclosed spacer plates (7) at every four brake discs if
necessary. This check is required also when wheels will be changed. The rear wheels should be always of the same
type. If the distance is too large the brake disc can pop out of its anti-twist protection so that the brake is unable to
release after braking. Also the pusher stroke will increase. At too small distance the brake cannot release totally
from the wheel and will make noises, cause increasing of rolling resistance and early wear of the special brake disc
coating.
Check the distance with the help of identification cards [like normal 0,8mm (0,03 inch) thick credit or bank card].
When two cards are easily to be moved between brake disc and wheel the distance it too large. If one single card is
hard to move the distance is too small. For adjusting unscrew both screws of the brake actuator with the enclosed
hex wrench.
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Place the estimated number of spacer plates at first with the help of one screw as shown. Spend a drop of adhesive
(8) to the second screw and fix the brake actuator and the spacer plate(s) to the mounting bracket with it lightly.
Unscrew the first screw and spend a drop of adhesive (8) to it. Then fasten the brake actuator and the spacer
plate(s) with it to the mounting braket too. Fasten both screws.
Check the distance between brake disc and wheel again as discribed. Is it wrong again, the number of spacer
plates has to be revised as long as it is right.

Information to the enclosed heel brake
The enclosed heel brake is mounted higher than it is specified in DIN EN 13843 to assure a better brake effect. This
European Standard does not consider the special requirements to a heel brake for inline skates with large wheels.
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Important information about the hydraulic connections

hose plugged
in

The hydraulic hoses are fastened through simple plug in into
the blue vent of the connectors. The hose must be plugged in
to the limit stop. The straight seat has to be checked by a short
pull at the hose. The connected hoses must not be stretched
and otherwise must be installed close to the body and the
skate so that nothing can get caught through them by skating.
The hoses must not be kinked or clamped anywhere because
this interferes with sensitive braking.
To unplug a hose from a connector needs a little bit exercise.
By no means try to pull the hose with brute force, thereby the
hose will be damaged and useless. At first press down the
blue ring with two fingers without pulling the hose. The hose
can be unplugged easily after pressing down the blue ring.

hose
unplugged

To unplug a hose is needed for bleeding the system and for
resizing the hoses to your body height (look page 11-13).
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example 1

example 2

example 3

Mounting the hydraulic connections and hoses to the skate
Fix the tee (9) at the inward-looking side of the shoe so that the two blue hydraulic connectors show backwards and
downwards and the quick connector upwards. According to the type of shoe one or two of the enclosed cable straps
are needed as shown. The tee must be fixed straight and must not let be popped out of the cable strap. The end of
the quick release coupling must be positioned so that the counterpart can be plugged in and out freely and is not
disturted trough any part of the shoe. Now cut two hoses from the enclosed one to the right length and connect the
two open vents of the tee with the two brake actuators. The hoses should be guided additional at a proper position
so that they don`t hang outside. Cable straps can be used for that purpose when they are connected loosely.
The open end of the tee should be closed with the included cap until the counterpart has not been plugged in, to
avoid a drop out of fluid. After connection with the pusher unit the cap can be plugged into the provided storage.
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Bleeding the brake system after assembling
The hydraulic brake system is filled with a Glycerin water
(15%) mixture. This fluid is nontoxic and enviroment neutral.
Spots on skin or clothing can be washed away easily with
water. Only the pusher unit (10) is filled with fluid in asdelivered condition. Therefore the brake system must be
bleeded after complete assembling. Air in the closed ductwork
of the brake system lengthens the stroke of the pusher (see
Safety Instructions).
The brake systems of the two skates must be bleeded one
after the other. At first connect a quick release coupling from
the pusher unit to one skate. Then unplug the hose from one
brake actuator and dunk it into the enclosed bottle of Glycerin.
All air will yield by holding the pusher upside down and
pressing it to the end. Then let the pusher come back slowly to
its home position meanwhile the hose is dunked. Connect the
hose to the brake actuator again. Repeat the procedure with
the brake actuator of the opposite side. Then connect the
second quick release coupling to the other skate and repeat
the process.
After connecting all hydraulic tubes and both quick release
couplings the actuating stroke must be checked. The brake
system is ready for use if the pusher button does not touch the
red surface beneath by strong pressing. Otherwise this bleeding
step must be repeated.
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Bleeding the brake system after using if necessary
Unplug the hydraulic hose of the pusher unit (10) at the shown
position. Dunk the open end into the enclosed bottle of
Glycerin. All air will yield by holding the pusher upside down
and pressing it to the end. Then let the pusher come back
slowly to its home position meanwhile the hose is dunked.
Plug the hose in afterwards.
After connecting the hydraulic tube and both quick release
couplings the actuating stroke must be checked. The brake
system is ready for use if the pusher button does not touch the
red surface beneath by strong pressing. Otherwise the bleeding
instruction of page 11 must be followed.
The bleeding of the brake system is part of the periodic
maintenance.
Water as an alternative hydraulic fluid
Water should be used only in exceptional cases because it
has a few drawbacks:
- the temperature for using and keeping the brake system
must be more than +1°C (+36°F) instead of more than -9°C
(+16°F)
- a bleeding of the system is required every 2 weeks because
of diffusion processes
- the plunger of the pusher unit will loose its lubrication
- the low viscosity of water results in an immediate reaction
during braking, which might cause balance problems.
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Adjusting the pusher unit
The adequate length of the hydraulic hoses of the pusher unit
can be found out only by trying. At first hinge the belt clip over
the belt of your hip bag. The perfect position is approximately
above your left leg and not in the middle of your body because
otherwise the required bending position at strong braking will
be interfered. Then arrange the hydraulic hoses through your
knee pads at the inward-looking side of your legs, plug the
quick release couplings into the counterpart of each skate and
protect the couplings with the rubber grommets. Afterwards
shorten the hoses as shown so that they are more a little bit
too long but did not obstruct your movement by hanging
outside. If necessary both tubes can be cutted in different
length. The right length should be chosen not before making
some test tours where the best position of the pusher unit will
be founded out. The hoses must not be so short that they are
strained or hinder the movement.
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Practice of riding
At first study thoroughly the safety instructions on page 2 !
The pusher unit (10) must be fixed at a belt so that the belt is complete inside the Cholder (see picture). Make sure that the pusher unit not at all can be unintentionally
disconnected from the belt !
During braking press the pusher button with your thumb while pointer and middle
finger hold up from the bottom. Practice this movement again and again so that the
response time in emergency situations is short.
The brake is dimensioned for sensitive slowdown. Always remember that a
deceleration as reached by modern bicycles can not be gained
because of the short wheel base. Different weather conditions cause
different intensities of deceleration of the brake system. Coldness
and/or wetness weaken the effect of braking substantial. CAUTION:
At strong wetness (spraying water) the effect of braking is extremly
reduced. Drive extrem carefully. For support it may be necessary to
use other brake techniques (heel brake or T-brake). Therefore always
make a breaking test before you go on tour.
The following basic rule should be obeyed: The stronger you want to
slow down the deeper you should cower to bring down your balance
point and therefore to prevent to become unbalanced. For the same
reason don`t activate the brake apruptly in upright position. Try
always to shift your body weight to the back wheels by braking. Your
feet should stay parallel by strong braking otherwise the wheels of the
rear skate will blockade early because of the lower pressure on it. On the other hand it is recommendable to stagger
your feets on poor ground conditions in order to enlarge your stability und therefor to prevent a tumble. An
unconfident feeling during braking often follows from an insufficient bending position. Don`t release the pusher
apruptly after strong braking because first you have to shift your body forward. Otherwise you risk to fall backwards.
Therefore always press the pusher to your final stop.
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Avoid intensive blocking of the wheels by overbraking because that will cause an out-of-round of the braked wheels
and will lead to irregular braking later. The next to last wheel is most affected by this effect. Please note in this
regard the instruction in the following chapter maintenance.
At long downhill runs the temperature of the brake system increases. The metal brake discs can exceed
temperatures of 100°C (212°F). After exceeding a cr itical temperature the intensity of braking decreases and it is
recommendable to come to stop with the heel brake to let the brake cool down. A high ambient temperature and a
high body weight promote overheating.
Be aware by braking in a group that following skaters can not slow down so strong as you.
The side surfaces of the wheels need some time to match with the brake discs.
In this stage clearly visible abrasion appears in a kind of a foamed plastic strip.
In fact the wear of the side surface will be only some tenth of a millimeter.
Maintenance (required absolutely for the safety of the brake system)
Maintenance before every ride (for details see safety instructions on page 2)
- Check the tightness of all bolted connections.
- Check with connected quick release couplings if the pusher button touches the
red surface beneath by strong pressing. Then a bleeding of the system is
required (see page12).
Maintenance after 100 km (60 miles) or before next trip after more than 200 m (700 ft) downhill height difference:
- Check the distance between every brake disc and the opposite wheel side and adjust it if necessary with the
enclosed spacer plates (see page 7).
Maintenance when irregular braking or permanent squeaking appears:
- Put the skates upright on a flat table. When the next to last wheel can be turned easily all wheels should be
interchanged. If the clearance beneath this wheel alternates visibly by running it must be replaced by a new wheel of
the same type which must be mounted at the same position. Is the running of the wheel O.K. it should be mounted
at the second position. All wheels should be turned regarding their sides as usual too. After interchanging the next
to last wheel should touch the table. If not, the wheels must be interchanged in a different manner.

